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Balmoral Town Homes located in the Salt Lake Valley uses Weather Reach to provide
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Weather Reach provides a lush
landscape even with steep slopes.
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Water Saved: 5,450,000 gal
Despite adjusting the sprinklers
regularly, Bennion found providing
enough water to keep the lawn lush,
also created swampy areas at the

Water Use:
2003 – 11,150,000 gallons
2004 – 5,700,000 gallons
June to July 2004 compared to same period
of 2003. Water measured in gallons.

Thanks to the constant monitoring of
the weather by Weather Reach,
Bennion no longer spends time
adjusting controllers, giving him more
time for other important duties.
Saving Money
Bennion says Balmoral Town Homes
was using more water than they
needed to keep the landscape green.
Some months millions of gallons of
water was used. Weather Reach cut
that amount nearly in half saving the
home owners association thousands of
dollars.
Weather Reach uses current weather conditions to provide the right amount of
water for the varied landscape of Balmoral Town Homes.

Residents of the town home
community say Weather Reach
is amazing and are surprised at
the lower water bills.
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“Weather Reach has
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To see what Weather Reach can do
Hourly messages are
for you visit:
Bart Bennion received by each
http://www.weatherreach.com
Maintenance Contractor receiver with up to
or call (435) 755-0400.
date weather
information from local,
research grade weather stations.
Becoming Truly Automatic
Fourteen stand alone controllers
are used to manage the
irrigation for the town homes
which required manual
adjustments to achieve the
desired results. Bennion found
himself running out of time to
adjust the controllers each time
there was a significant change
in the weather before Weather
Reach was installed.

The WR7 Receiver accounts for solar
energy, temperature, humidity, wind
and effective rainfall. Weather Reach
goes beyond merely shutting off the
sprinklers in the rain. It actually
measures the rain to calculate the
needs of your landscape. An essential
measurement in a desert climate
where water is scarce and an
occasional rainstorm welcome.
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